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2011 Estate Selection Pinot Noir
Estate Selection is an exclusive barrel selection
of Pinot Noir representing the unique qualities of
our vineyard. Every block within our 35 acre
vineyard is individually hand harvested at its peak
of flavor maturity and intensity. Block by block,
the fruit is fermented in small 1.5 ton lots and
matured for over 12 months in French oak
barrels.
Estate Selection is Ernie’s interpretation of the
vintage expressed through our estate grown
single vineyard. He is the also the winegrower and
bears witness to the vines struggle each year to
ripen wonderfully expressive aromas and flavors.
In the cellar, he recalls the growing season and this
helps drive his barrel selection. Each barrel
contributes a unique perspective of the vintage from
aroma and spice to whole cluster tannin and acidity.
All blended for complexity and patient cellaring.
Tasting Notes: RFN red provides notice while cinnamon
and sandalwood entertain cocoa and five spice. A rich
palate offers deep red fruits and integrated stem
tannins. A masculine impression of a feminine vintage
providing striking presence all the while keeping its
knickers on. A long and lingering finish culminates the
trinity of acidity, fruit and tannin. Unfined and
unfiltered.
Amalie Robert Estate was founded by Dena Drews and Ernie Pink in 1999.
Dena and Ernie left the corporate world behind and began a journey to grow
Pinot Noir in the last best place on earth.

"...for fans of the delicate, graceful school of Pinot Noir, which is decidedly
the style that’s emphasized here. A wide range of wines, almost entirely Pinot
Noir, are made from the 35 acres of estate vines, and Drews and Pink aren’t
afraid to hold them back for late or successive releases depending on the
personality of each individual bottling. In warm vintages the effects of the
weather express themselves on the wines here, but rarely do they head into
dark fruit territory…”
- Josh Raynolds, Vinous, December 2016

